Black Friday.  (Cherubs series 2 Bk2)  LS - MS
Robert Muchamore.
Ryan is about to board a plane, knowing that the next twenty-four hours will change everything. His mission is to stop the biggest terrorist attack America’s ever seen. Ryan works for CHERUB, a secret organisation with one key advantage: even a trained terrorist won’t suspect that a teenager is spying on them. For official purposes, these children do not exist.

Russian roulette.  UP - MS
Anthony Horowitz
The highly anticipated prequel to the bestselling Alex Rider series, charting the journey of a young assassin. A gripping insight into the teenage life of Yassen Gregorovich. Set against a backdrop of violence and corruption. From Yassen’s training to become a deadly assassin, to his later orders to kill a young Alex Rider, this gripping adventure will be the deadliest yet.

Prince of the Icemark. (Prequel to Icemark series)  UP - M
Stuart Hill.
Brave young Prince Redrought must defend his country from a supernatural invasion force of ferocious werewolves, vampires and zombies. When his brother, the King, is killed in battle, Prince Redrought must rally his people and learn to defend his tiny kingdom against savage supernatural invaders - werewolves, vampires and zombies. Prince Redrought must take the fight to enemy territory in The-Land-of-the-Ghosts, and it’s there he will fall or stand for ever in the legends of the Icemark.

The last spirit warrior.  UP - LS
P.J.Tierney
Jamie is twelve, can't read or write but can handle a tugboat better than most. His dream is to be a kung-fu expert like the legendary Master Wu. The sort of Kung Fu that Jamie wants to practise which draws on the ancient and mystical force called the Way, is only for the Chinese boys and Jamie is only part Chinese.
While diving on a reef, Jamie discovers a terrible force that exposes his connection to the ancient warriors and to the warlord intent on destroying them all. He must learn Kung Fu quickly and the secret skills of the Warriors of the Way to try to save them all when the two worlds collide.

Trick or truth. (Unleashed Bk. 3)  UP – MS
Ali Sparkes.
A group of very special teenagers, each with an incredible power, they live together, protected by the government. Out in the ordinary world they know they must not use their powers. But good intentions are easy... following them through is another matter. With his supernatural ability to conjure spectacular illusions, Spook Williams knows he is destined for greatness. So when he's kidnapped by a celebrity magician claiming to be his real father, he can't help but be intrigued. Very soon, Spook is living the dream: bathing in a Jacuzzi, aboard a luxury yacht, rubbing shoulders with billionaires, and spending time with gorgeous magician's assistant, Kamilah. But when he is asked to take part in a daring heist, will Spook be able to resist this opportunity to flex his powers?
The tomb of Hercules.
Andy McDermott.
Studies of an ancient text have convinced archaeologist Nina Wilde that a tomb containing the remains of legendary warrior Hercules may actually exist. If she can locate it, it will be the most important historical find ever to be unearthed, but as Nina and her ex SAS bodyguard begin their search it’s clear that others want to find the tomb - and the unimaginable riches contained within. Nina and Chase are soon following a violent trail of corruption and conspiracy around the globe, and it's a race against time to find the tomb before it falls into the most evil of hands.

Fractured. (Slated Bk. 2)
Terri Terry.
Kyla shouldn’t remember anything from before she was Slated, but dark secrets of her past will not stay buried. Kyla's memory has been erased, her personality wiped blank, her memories lost for ever. Or so she thought.
Kyla shouldn’t be able to remember anything. But she can - and she's beginning to realise that there are a lot of dark secrets locked away in her memories. When a mysterious man from her past comes back into her life, she thinks she’s on her way to finding the truth. But the more she learns about her history, the more confusing her future becomes... How do you know where to go when you don't remember where you came from?
Set in a disturbing future world, FRACTURED is an engrossing, fast-paced read that establishes Teri Terry as a master thriller writer.

A horse called Hero.
Sam Angus.
War took his hope, a horse gave him courage.
It is 1940. As the Second World War escalates and London becomes a target for German bombs, Dodo and her horse-mad little brother Wolfie are evacuated to the country, away from everything they know. After weeks of homesick loneliness, they come across an orphaned foal. They name the horse Hero for surviving against the odds and together they raise him, train him, and learn to ride. Their days are suddenly full of life and excitement again, but the shadow of war looms over their peaceful existence, and soon Hero must live up to his name.

Eyrie.
Tim Winton.
Tom Keely's reputation is in ruins. And that's the upside. Divorced and unemployed, he's lost faith in everything precious to him. Holed up in a grim high-rise, cultivating his newfound isolation, Keely looks down at a society from which he's retired hurt and angry. He's done fighting the good fight, and well past caring. But even in his seedy flat, ducking the neighbours, he's not safe from entanglement. All it takes is an awkward encounter in the lobby. A woman from his past, a boy the likes of which he's never met before. Two strangers leading a life beyond his experience and into whose orbit he falls despite himself. What follows is a heart-stopping, ground breaking novel for our times. Funny, confronting, exhilarating and haunting. Inhabited by unforgettable characters, Eyrie asks how, in an impossibly compromised world, we can ever hope to do the right thing.
The Royal Ranger. (Rangers apprentice. Bk. 12)  
John Flanagan.
After a senseless tragedy destroys his life, Will is obsessed with punishing those responsible - even if it means leaving the Ranger Corps. His worried friends must find a way to stop him taking such a dark path. It is Halt who suggests the solution - Will must take an apprentice. The candidate Halt has in mind surprises everyone - and it's a request, Will cannot refuse.

The House of Hades, (Heroes of Olympus. Bk4)  
Rick Riordon
Hazel looked behind Hecate at the middle gateway. She saw Percy and Annabeth sprawled helplessly before those black and silver doors. A massive dark shape, vaguely humanoid, now loomed over them, its foot raised as if to crush Percy.

Scent of magic. (Healer Bk. 2)  
Maria V. Snyder.
As the last Healer in the Fifteen Realms, Avry of Kazan is in a unique position: in the minds of her friends and foes alike, she no longer exists. Despite her need to prevent the megalomaniac, King Tohon from winning control of the Realms, Avry is also determined to find her sister and repair their estrangement. And she must do it alone, as Kerrick, her partner and sole confident, returns to Alga to summon his country into battle. Though she should be in hiding, Avry will do whatever she can to support Tohon's opponents. Including infiltrating a holy army, evading magic sniffers, teaching forest skills to soldiers and figuring out how to stop Tohon's most horrible creations yet; an army of the walking dead—human and animal alike and nearly impossible to defeat.
War is coming and Avry is alone. Unless she figures out how to do the impossible again!

The dead girl's detective agency.  
Suzy Cox
What would you do if you had to solve your own murder to get anywhere in death? Maybe if I hadn't slept through my alarm, slammed into Kristin (my high school's reigning mean girl) or stepped in a puddle, destroying my mom's new suede DVF boots (which I borrowed without asking), I wouldn't have been in the wrong place at the wrong time, and I wouldn't have been pushed in front of that arriving train. But I did, and I was. When I came to, I was informed by a group of girls that I'm dead, and, that because I died under mysterious circumstances, I can't pass straight over to the Other Side. But at least I'm not alone. Meet the Dead Girls Detective Agency: Nancy, Lorna, and Tess—not to mention Edison, the really cute if slightly hostile dead boy. Apparently, the only way out of this limbo is to figure out who killed me, or I'll have to spend eternity playing Nancy Drew. Considering I was fairly invisible in life, who could hate me enough to want me dead? And what if my murderer is someone I never would have suspected?

Agent 21. (Agent 21. Bk. 1)  
Chris Ryan.
When Zak Darke's parents die in an unexplained mass murder he's left alone in the world. That is until he's sought out by a mysterious man: 'I work for a government agency,' the man tells him. 'You don't need to know which one. Not yet. All you need to know is that we've had our eye on you. There's a possibility you could help us in certain . . . operational situations.' Zak becomes Agent 21. What happened to the 20 agents before him he'll never know. What he does know is that his life is about to change for ever.
The Fallen. (The enemy Bk.5)
Charlie Higson.
First the sickness rotted the adults' minds, then their bodies. Now they stalk the streets, hunting human flesh. The Holloway crew are survivors. They've fought their way across London and made it to the Natural History Museum alive - just. But the fight will never end while the Enemy lives, unless there's another way. The kids at the museum are looking for a cure. All they need are medical supplies. To get them means a journey down unknown roads. Roads where not only crazed, hungry sickos hide in the shadows. SUDDENTLY IT'S NOT SO CLEAR WHO - OR WHAT - THEY'RE FIGHTING.

Tidal. (The third book in the Watersong series.)
Amanda Hocking.
With Penn and Lexi determined to kill Gemma and replace her with another siren, Gemma's life is in grave danger...unless she can break the curse before it's too late. With the help of Harper and Daniel, she'll delve deep into her enemies' mythical past--and their darkest secrets. It's her only hope of saving everything she holds dear: her family, her life, and her relationship with Alex--the only guy she's ever loved.

The fall of five. (Lorien legacies - I am number four Bk.4)
Pittacus Lore
I thought things would change when I found the others. We would stop running. We would fight the Mogadorians. And we would win. But I was wrong. Even though we have come together, we barely escaped from them with our lives. And now we're in hiding, figuring out our next move. The six of us are powerful - but not strong enough to take on their entire army. We haven't discovered the full extent of our Legacies. We haven't learned to work together. Time is running out, and there's only one thing we know for certain: We need to find Number Five before they do. They caught Number One in Malaysia. Number Two in England. And Number Three in Kenya. I am Number Four. I was supposed to be next. But I'm still alive. This battle is far from over.

United we spy. (Gallagher Girls Bk. 6)
Ally Carter.
Cammie Morgan has lost her father and her memory, but in the heart-pounding conclusion to the best-selling Gallagher Girls series, she finds her greatest mission yet. Cammie and her friends finally know why the terrorist organization called the Circle of Cavan has been hunting her, and want her dead. Now the spy girls and Zach must track down the Circle's elite members to stop them before they implement a master plan that will change Cammie and her country forever.

Allegiant. (Divergent Bk. 3)
Veronica Roth.
One choice will define you. What if your whole world was a lie? What if a single revelation like a single choice changed everything? What if love and loyalty made you do things you never expected? The faction-based society that Tris Prior once believed in is shattered fractured by violence and power struggles and scarred by loss and betrayal. So when offered a chance to explore the world past the limits she's known, Tris is ready. Perhaps beyond the fence, she and Tobias will find a simple new life together, free from complicated lies, tangled loyalties, and painful memories.
**Monster Primary School.**  Michael Paulsen  
Patrick is frightened about going to his new school - so frightened that he feels like everyone seems to be a monster. Will he be able to fit in and make friends and defeat his own monster thoughts?  
*(A story in rhyme)*  

**Ted.**  Leila Rudge.  
Ted is a smart little dog who lives at the pet shop. Nobody ever notices him even when he does some amazing tricks. Will he ever find the perfect home?  

Hank Zipzer, the world’s greatest under-achiever and the best worst summer yet. Henry Winkler  
Hank's dad will let him go to the Junior Explorer's sleepover if he gets an A for his Albert Einstein presentation. It turns out Einstein was also an underachiever when he was young too.  

**Diary of a wimpy kid – Hard Luck.**  Jeff Kinney  
Greg’s best friend, Rowley, has ditched him. Finding new friends will be difficult. He decides to take a leap of faith and leave his decisions over to chance. *(Diary of a Wimpy Kid - 8)*  

**Black Tengu.**  Sandy Fussell  
The Samurai Kids are back in Japan. Sensei has taken them to the snowy lands of Ezo - where he was born. Will Niya have the courage to help Sensei as he promised? Is Sensei really a black Tengu? *(Samurai Kids - 8)*  

**Book Uncle and me.**  Uma Krishnaswami.  
Nine year old Yasmin intends to read a book a day for the rest of her life. Book Uncle, who runs a free lending library on the corner of her street, always has a good book for her. When Book Uncle and his lending library is threatened Yasmin realises that she has to do something. What can she and her friends do? With the elections coming up perhaps they can make a difference. Soon ideas begin to fly and everything starts to spin out of control.  

**Lulu Bell and the cubby fort.**  Belinda Murrell.  
Lulu and her family are visiting their uncle's farm for the Easter holidays. She loves being a cowgirl on the farm, especially when all the cousins decide to build the best cubby ever. When she sees a calf stuck in the mud - she has to find help fast. *(Lulu Bell)*  

**Big red tractor saves the day.**  Melissa Firth.  
Big Red Tractor is busy ploughing up the fields but something is in the way. Can it save the day?  

**New DVD’s.**  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lincoln</th>
<th>Che, - The Argentinian</th>
<th>Flicka 1&amp;2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double the dance</td>
<td>Che – Guerrilla</td>
<td>Little Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popper’s penguins</td>
<td>Pitch perfect</td>
<td>Puss in Boots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-towners</td>
<td>The Stallion collection</td>
<td>Rabbit Proof Fence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A little princess</td>
<td>A Streetcar named desire</td>
<td>Rio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smurfs</td>
<td>Planet 51</td>
<td>Shrek forever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Again</td>
<td>Pirates of the Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kenny